Congratulations on the occasion of the Great Victory!

Plant a Tree - Help the planet Earth

In the last decade of April, within a long-term cooperation of the Training and Scientific Institute of Forestry and Park Gardening with the Foresters of the United States in protection of forests from fires and transition to the principles of sustainable forest management in Ukraine, the University hosted the delegation of top representatives of the U.S. Forest Service, headed by their former manager Dale Bosworth - the fifteenth head of this esteemed organization who had been heading it for a long time. Particular importance to this event was provided by the presence of the Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary in Ukraine John Tefft, who also visited NULES of Ukraine.

This visit timed to celebrate the All-world Day of the Earth, contributed to deepening cooperation between two countries in sustainable forest management, in establishing relations among their educational institutions. The University public garden saw a symbolic tree planting. This action, intended to attract the attention of Ukrainian society to the need to preserve natural resources and protect environment, was joined by the U.S. Ambassador in Ukraine John Tefft, attaché on agricultural issues Randall Hager and other representatives of the embassy.

Do you know where does the Earth Day originate from? - shares his thoughts the ambassador.- It started with initiative of a famous American politician and activist of ecological movement Gaylord Nelson, the senator from the state of Wisconsin, which is my Motherland as well. He had realized its importance long before most people understood this. His impressions of the catastrophic oil spill in 1969 in the Strait of Santa Barbara (California) became the reason for establishing the Earth Day.

As the meeting the Ambassador of the United States and the NULES' rector academician D.O.Melnychuk were discussing the issues of expanding cooperation of our university with educational and research institutions of the United States. In particular, the ambassador expressed his support for a plan to create two modern research centers in collaboration with the leading universities of USA in NULES of Ukraine. It should be noted that this initiative has been recently supported by the Prime Minister of Ukraine M.Y.Azarov, whereof the executive order of the government was issued.

The same day the delegation, representatives of the U.S. Embassy and the TSI of Forestry and Park Gardening were participating in planting the forest plantations in the state enterprise "Vsychodelubchanske forestry".

S. Zhitets, Director of International Programs, TSI of Forestry and Park Gardening

EDUCATIONAL CONTACTS

Meeting of the CIS countries rectors

Azerbaijan State Agrarian University (Ganja) welcomed a forum of rectors of the CIS agricultural universities.

Representatives of their countries' leading agricultural universities were discussing positive results gained within the last year and sharing their experience.

To the credit of the university, the best impression was made by the speech of the NULES' rector academician D.O.Melnychuk. Our achievements were interesting for a number of top officials and managers of the agricultural sector in Azerbaijan, who were invited to the International conference on the occasion of the 115th anniversary of the NULES of Ukraine.

LANDSCAPING

"For clean environment"

On April 20, as part of the annual all-Ukrainian action "clean environment" a national community work day "Subotnyk" was held.

The Ministry of regional development, construction and housing estimated that 1.2 million conscious citizens had a community work day in Kyiv. By joint efforts 26,000 hectares of territories were cleaned, 13,000 unauthorized dumps eliminated, 991,000 trees and 295,000 bushes planted.

According to official sources, the President of Ukraine V.I.Mukayenko on the day of Ukrainian action "clean environment" planted trees in the orphanage "Zhytynok" in the village of Novi Petrivtsi of Kyiv region and the Prime Minister M.Y.Azarov - in the Park of Glory. The head of the Cabinet of Ministers was also communicating with the young volunteers informing them that soon in this park the bower of military glory would appear.

Not stood aside of this important undertaking the students, faculty and staff of NULES, where since March 22, the spring two-month event of beautification, landscaping and improving sanitary state areas has been lasting, with the active participation of all TSI of the University.

At "Subotnyk" 725 people, and in the municipal enterprises - 420 and 4 units of motor vehicles on the balance territories of the university were working. Students were cleaning the territories attached to the academic buildings, dormitories and production facilities, removed rubbish from the square bordering the Holosiivsky park - from Potemkina st. to the Blakytnoho st.

In addition, the "Clean Thursday" weekly events are going on.

But after the winter season there is still much work to do - to keep on cutting off the dead trees and remove mistletoes, plant trees, shrubs, plant flowers and decorate flower beds, whitewash walls and borders for footwalk tracks.

E.Mukhambetov, Assistant Director of SPC of Health and Safety

REMEMBRANCE

...There is no family in Ukraine, which would not suffer from the hard times of the greatest war in human history - the World War II, the Great Patriotic War of 1941-1945. Until now there isn't any conclusive calculation of how many Ukrainians fell in its fields, saving the world from the brown plague of fascism. Let us bow low to their memory, to the memory of those soldiers' widows who have been living without seeing their family breadwinners. Eternal glory to you, heroes!..
When queued pitch is a pleasant thing

Recently graduates of the department of automation of agricultural production in 1984 the Shrobahubsky brothers - Victor Petrovych and Volodymyr Petrovych have been the guests of the acad. I.I.Martynyenko chair of automation and robotic systems. Now they are working at the PC "Akhromiforma "Krayevsky district of Khmiv region, which is a strategic partner of the University. The company provides food security of our country and is engaged in the export production on the industrial basis. Only one factor, which testifies to the capacity of the agrofirm daily the heat processing plants meet over three hundred pipe live weight 100-110 kg. Viktor Petrovych serves as the Deputy Director General and Volodymyr Petrovych - Chief Power Engineer. Guests learned about the material and technical base of the chair, attended the dissertation defense of the master degree corresponding to students. But the main event was the meeting with the 3rd year students studying in the area of "Automation and computer integrated technologies". Graduates remembered their college days, where they were both the best students of the University students and had "golden hands", which created the training laboratories of the chair and the chair laboratories at the production, poultry farm "Koziak" in particular. Guests demonstrated all the properties and charaterizes the automation and computer appliances, used at the enterprise since its establishment - forty years ago. It is interesting that work on the automation of technological processes was conducted under the direction of that time deputy director of the Institute of Automation and currently assistant professor VV Konsurt who also came to the meeting.

The chief of water intake structures V.Klekhov told about water supply of the PC "Akhromiforma "Krayevsky and the work of sewage treatment plants, which are the key to environmental safety. The water used to water animals is taken with Buchuksky horizon (over a hundred meters deep), goes through several stages of purification, and therefore is of extremely high quality, which Viktor Petrovych told about the problem, including the fact that now the state raises issues of buying licenses for water resources for the company, which is a hefty cost - about 700 thousand hryvnya for three years. Speaking about the prospects of the enterprise, including the introduction of new automation systems to provide air-conditioning in buildings and energy-saving technologies, our guests invited students for internship and writing diploma projects using themes that would solve the problems of the farm.

Topic was quite interesting for students who asked many interesting questions - about investments, technologies, marketing, prevention of environmental catastrophe. And finally - a pleasant surprise. At the beginning of the meeting to support the initiative in this event the competition for the best question was announced. People could take part as a student and as a winner. And people discussed all the questions they made a decision: they all were interesting and therefore the prize - prepared according to the recipes of the processing enterprise "Koziaksky bacon" pig roast - was handed over to the group of students.

Monsieur Marten, "It’s your blame that for the first time in my life I do not want to return home"

Within the educational program of the exchange federation "France - Ukraine", in our university for two months the teacher from France Anael Marten (Paris) was working. He taught the primary and secondary levels of French language and provided training among teachers. Nowotny has his own methods (and by teaching he is a teacher of French as a foreign language) who has the basic knowledge, at the end of the year will appear on the theme by the language of great writer Alfradique. At first glance, the miracle is impossible, but Monsieur Marten proved that he is a real professional in his craft. Using a musical instrument - the bayan, which seems to be unnecessary in the age of computer overvaluation was an effective means for learning lexical items. The teacher with students in few minutes has prepared a new song with simple grammar, and in 15 minutes students sang three stanzas of this song in French as mother tongue. But this was not the end. Ahead was the main. Each student of the ten had to replace the first line of the stanza with its own and then present simple tense with the complex, so there were 10 new songs for the lesson. Like a well-known method, but in this case helped bayan: a musical rhythm intensified the process of remembering and using assimilated vocabulary. At the end of the lesson was the final lively dialogue. But the bearing of foreign educator in Ukraine was not limited only by lessons.

Anael worked in the jury of the international festival "Beloslivska Spring", there were presented all genres of music - instrumental, choral and folk dance. He noted the high level of artistic skill and artistry of participants and major thanks from him for the wonderful days of the festival was his own song, which was performed at the final concert on April 28. It had a warm spring name "The first kiss", despite on snow blockade, which was in the city. After the final minutes of the festival, there was a discussion, where Monsieur was very fascinated with atmosphere of our team, and expressed only one "guilty" of teachers and students. "It is your blame that for the first time in my life I do not want to return home."

Anael Marten was impressed with workability of teaching staff of our department, as well as exceptional desire of students to master French language at a high level and according to this noted - "There are only administrative boundaries in the world; boundaries of human communication don't exist.

V. Kolyubych, student of the faculty of agrosystem engineering

Health is nutrition healthy

Nowadays it is difficult to find a man, especially among students and teachers, who has not heard the phrase “healthy nutrition”. Somewhere in the depths of consciousness, intuitively we know what is going on. But in spite of this many people are far from conscious and careful approach to the choice of both food and style of food. Especially young people do wrong because of lack of experience and fatalistic attitude to their own health. On this occasion, the director of the Ukrainian Institute of Human Ecology M.Kyryak has met with our students in the first semester of this school year and said to them wise words: “In modern world no one even dream to be healthy, without thinking about it consciously.”

In order to increase students’ awareness about healthy nutrition and making a conscious attitude to it as to the most important factor of health, in the technical Educational Scientific Institute the organization was met the meeting for students of both its faculty and teaching staff with O. V. Shvets, the director of the Ukrainian Institute of Nutrition. They got from Oleh Vitaliyevych a lot of interesting information, including the current state of nutrition: issues in the world and Ukraine, the composition of most common foodstuffs - bread, meat, sausages, sweets, sweet fizzy drinks and harmful effects on the human body of their individual components, such as acids. Our guest gave advices on attentive studying of the information provided on the packing of food products and its usage while choosing the products for eating. It was also about water, coffee and tea, rational diet during the pregnancy. At the end of the meeting O. V. Shvets expressed, perhaps its main idea: for the implementation of healthy nutrition into one’s own life and saving the health on this base for many years are needed not only a thorough knowledge of the properties and characteristics of the food products, but our conscious choice in his favor.

COLLEGES

On the ancient Turkmen land

local scientists study environmental and melioration processes in river deltas of this vast desert region that holds our Professor of Landscape Ecology and Protected Areas VM. Starodubchev, using his years of expe- ditionary experience in these coun- tries. Combining analysis of recent satellite images obtained from the archives of NASA, the material surface prior research has led to valuable sci- entific and practical results. This is why Volodymyr Mykhailovych was invited to Turkmenistan - on the inner

library employees insert all articles from these collections, so it is possible to exchange with their analytical descriptions. The Head of informational and bibliographical department L.Polozenko introduced us to conduct of organizational and administrative documentation, which corresponds to the system of management of qual- ity and the accounting of informational and bibliographical works, which are made here; she also recom- mended us the indexing of master works by the UDC tables to conduct according to the orders, which are in the library of the institution.

S. Yatsenko,
Senior lecturer of the landscape ecology and protected areas chair
Tourism, which helps to preserve the nation authenticity

The Ministry of Agrarian Policy and Food of Ukraine, Union for Promotion of Rural Green Tourism, NULES of Ukraine, held on the base of the Agro tour company "Rural tourism" and the chair of agricultural consulting and service, two-week courses of rural green tourism.

Course listeners included representatives of local authorities and government heads of rural organizations of promotion of rural tourism, chief specialists of the departments of culture and tourism of district administrations, and also of public organizations. Although the vast majority was consists of owners of private agro farms, own rural and farm enterprises, which provide the services of rural tourism, beekeepers from Kiev, Chernigiv, Poltava, Vinnytsia, Chernkyi, Zhytomyr, Zapotyshia, Mykoliv, Kherson, Ivanovo-Frankivsk, Khmelnytskiy, Chernivtsi regions.

Lectures and classes were conducted by the experienced professionals in rural green tourism - professors of NULES of Ukraine, the Kyiv University of tourism, Vinnitsa, Cherkasy, Zhytomyr, Zaporizhia, Mykolaiv, Kherson, Ivano-Frankivsk, and also of public organizations. Although the vast majority was consists of owners of private agro farms, own rural and farm enterprises, which provide the services of rural tourism, beekeepers from Kiev, Chernigiv, Poltava, Vinnytsia, Chernkyi, Zhytomyr, Zapotyshia, Mykoliv, Kherson, Ivanovo-Frankivsk, Khmelnytskiy, Chernivtsi regions.

This festival amazes us, inspires and delights us for thirty three years. Long ago it turned into a real celebration of talent, beauty and youth, united creative young people from many areas of Ukraine - from the Trans-Carpathian region to sunny Crimea. This year "Holosiivska vesna" was attended by the students of the Institutes of the University and all of its subdivisions and delighted the audience with its songs, dances and poems. Brilliant performances inspired for spontaneous creativity even respected members of the jury. For example, a teacher of French opera ballet school Aniil Marin inspired by what she saw, even wrote a song "The First Kiss". The Honored artists of Ukraine Rim Stuparova did not remain aloof, either. The festival has the status of International for long, so this year it was visited by the guests from other countries. Amateurs of folk dance ensemble "Spilokhor" from Moldova dressed a fluffy of appliance grace, drive, precision, beauty and unmatched performance charged the room with positive energy. Their peers from Azotkin (Russia) also demonstrated decent vocal and dancing talents.

A pleasant surprise for the audience was the performance of the winner of the "Voice of the Country" contest, "Holosiivska Vesna" abounds with talents

Victory is first of all labour

Nizhyn, Kyiv, Sevastopol - this is an incomplete list of the cities and towns whose names sounded in announcing the contestants. During two tours and a gala concert in the hall a friendly and warm atmosphere was dominating, the participants supported each other, competing in three genres.

Art for youth is not just the desire to fulfill, but also the need to express oneself in songs, dances and music. It is the participation of students in various festivals and competitions, the help and support from their peers and fellow students is very important. On the initiative of professor EF Metelyshchuk, the seoretary "Harmony" sponsored the participation of the freshmen students of the pedagogical faculty Alisa Olychychenko and Rodion Wiegura in the thirteenth national festival of student art "Spring Wave" that took place a few days ago at the European University.

It was attended by students from almost all over Ukraine. Lviv, Odessa, collective hugs, kisses and eyes full of happiness... It is shudder to think that all this work has not happened if not our mentors and inspirer N.M. Titenko, V.V. Selam and Belan from the dean.

Talents need support

Outside the limits

It is shudder to think that all this work has not happened if not our mentors and inspirer N.M. Titenko, V.V. Selam and Belan from the dean.

Hilaria, the gala concert was finished with the performance of the folk song and dance ensemble "Kolokol". Their song "Good Consack good" was the final point of "Holosiivska Vesna".

Again, following a good tradition, all winners and laureates of the festival were rewarded by rector of the university, the academician Melnychuk D.O. The winner was TSI of business. The Ukrainians is so is to control and telecommunication support of agrin- dustrial and nature conservative branches of economy was awarded by the diploma of I degree, II degree - Training and Scientific Institute of vet- erinary medicine, quality and safety of animal products, TSI of land resources and law, III degree - Ukrainian TSI of bioresources quality and life safety, TSI of plant science, environment and biotechnology, TSI of forestry and park gardening.

Amateurs of the provinces and regions the Nizhyn Agrotechnical Institute was awarded by the diploma degree of I degree. II - Zalishchyky Agricultural College named after E. Khraplyvyi and Irpin Economic College, III - Mukha- rskh Agricultural College, Nemi- shevo Agricultural College and Boyz- kar College of Ecology and Natural Resources.

D. Cherkashyn, Director of TSI of culture, educational...
The real opportunity to express yourself

The Boyarsky College of ecology and natural resources was hosting a scientific and practical conference “Actual problems of economics and law in modern conditions,” whose purpose was to find common solutions to the problems and challenges facing the future economists. The conference opened a real opportunity for talented students to express themselves, especially as promising scientists. There were sections of marketing and evaluation activities, management and law. For discussion, there were hot topics offered by the teachers of the college. The commission of economic disciplines in the organization of production in agribusiness, economics and business management in today’s environment, the development of the marketing, at the present stage, the theoretical and practical aspects of land, resource and economic assessment and the most important enterprises. But the participants are not limited to just that. In mode of free communication were initiated such pressing problems of today such as the reform of the agricultural sector of Ukraine and the application of international accounting standards and so on.

Combination of creative modern ideas and considerable experience

The Nizhyn Agrotechnical Institute hosted an international scientific conference of professors, researchers, postgraduates and students “The role of the Institutes of education and science in shaping the innovation culture of the society”, attended by 170 participants from 30 universities and scientific-research institutes of Ukraine, Russia, Belarus, Kazakhstan, Latvia, the Czech Republic and Spain. At the plenary session representatives of the National Technical University “Kharkiv Polytechnic Institute”, National Technical University of Kyiv “Kyiv Polytechnic Institute” and NUUE of Ukraine were speaking. At the section sessions 148 reports concerning the results of research and students’ business proposals were presented. The range of issues was fairly broad. Most attention was paid to the European experience of cooperation in education, legal support of implementing new ideas in educational practice, education quality control, improvement of management of national organizations in the context of economic and social changes.

The main feature of the conference was the fact, that on one and the same platform the scientific experiences and students who are covering the first scientific research, particularly the combination of creative modern ideas and considerable experience have always been given and are giving powerful results, met together.

Young people should work

The House of Unions of Ukraine held a training seminar on “Employment of young professionals. Self-presentation of a graduate in the labor market”, with young representatives of the regional TU committees of the AIC workers from all over Ukraine having taken part in it.

In every country there are localities considered the national sacred places. These places not only managed to become a history of the country but also became global landmarks of the nation. There are several treasures in Ukraine, in the very heart of the country, they are known as one historical and cultural reserve “Taras Shevchenko’s Motherland.” That’s why on the eve of his five-year anniversary, the students’ women’s club “Orchid” of Zaliznezhsky Agricultural College under E. Khapryjiv took the path of Cherkasy.

Let’s turn back to the history. The day before the 246th birthday of St. Taras, a mysterious star broke out in the sky over the small house in the village Pidnoza, in 1814. That is the reason why our journey through Cherkasy, began right from this small but famous all over Ukraine and far abroad village. The boy was born into a serf peasant family of Hryhory and Kateryna Shevchenko, and named after the church calendar Taras. The Family lived here not for a long period of time, as their small house was for rent. In the year 1816, their grandparents – Ivan and Jakym – bought a farmstead in Kyrylivka village, situated for almost eleven kilometers from Cherkasy.

So, we are laying our way in there. We visited a courtyard of the farmstead where in 1899 a museum was opened, it is full of numerous things of that era and even Shevchenko’s family property. The garden, where little Taras used to play hide and seek with his friends is partly preserved too. After a while, Shevchenko wrote, “I saw along my lifetime such decent gardens, as Uman and Pirohetz. And what the landscape here in Pidnoza comparing, compared to our beautiful gardens. Thick, dark and quiet. There is no such garden in the whole world indeed”. The age of seven, Taras was sent to tuition to the local clerk. The house, where he lived, still preserved in Kyrylivka. It was interesting to see an old hut, which is located in a new garden. It was the place, where future genius mastered his first letters. In the year 1823, the life of Taras changed greatly, his mother Kateryna died. Her grave is the only one that remained in the garden behind the farmstead. Since that time, Taras hadn’t stayed home too much. He traveled a lot with his father, mastering the basics of art.

In the year 1824, Taras was taken on service to the local magistrate – Mr. I.P. Enhelbrandt. His main house was situated in the village Vištana, near Kyrylivka. It was here, Taras was studying painting disciplines, observing the life of his masters. Thus, the park and the house of Mr. Enhelbrandt didn’t stay aside – a monument to the history and culture of the nineteenth century. Today it houses a school. The “Orchid” students learned the powerful energy of the oak hollow where little Taras used to hide his pictures.

What is the secret of these places that gave birth and raised the (genius, the Prophet, the Artist, and the Poet? It must be simple. Shevchenko’s land is located in the very heart of our country. After visiting this earth, we felt the beating heart of Ukraine that provides an extremely powerful energy and warmth. We are sure to quote the words of V. Symonenko:

In the deepgy chafetel plated race
by your foot, Titan, we put.
We call you our contemporary.
We couldn’t miss visiting the great poet’s tomb in Kaniv. The history of Chernauca mountain in Kaniv began in May 22, 1861, after Shevchenko’s burial under his will. The mountain was named immediately. In the summer of 1860, the first folk museum of Kokhary – “Tarasova Svyatynya” was built there, the grave was put in good order, a new cast-iron memorial cross was set up by common expenses.

For many Ukrainians Saturday is a day “in the calendar. In other words, a day-off. However, for active members of the Kyiv Student association repre- senting the leading universities of the capital, including NURE of Ukraine, sunny morning on April 20 began with landscaping Darnytsya area.

After a long winter much garbage accumulated in the city. Community services clean the area on a regular basis, but not always they are able to do it in time - says the Head of Darnytsya District in Kyiv City State Administration Serhiy Kiyokskyi. – It is good that college students supported this undertaking and expressed their desire to plant trees and clean the park “Pozniaky”...

Expressing gratitude to all of the volunteers for their help, he said that since May, the “Fountain of Love” would function.

All universities of Kyiv are repre- sented by the best students - our union activities – confident and hope that this opinion of the Head of Kyiv City Union of Educa- tion and Science of Ukraine (Olekandr Yatsenyuk). – Today it’s not just a student avenue, but tomorrow – it will be a park, and the next day – the cam- pus. But soon, students will guard and increase the historical heritage of Kyiv.

Today an influy to Kyiv continues - “the Director of Education, Youth and Sports Oleksa Dobrovolska. - This wonderful day young students laid a way for future generations in the capital. After a few years they will be proud to tell their children and grandchildren that they have planted these trees by them- selves...

O. Marusyak, head of students and postgraduates’ trade union of NURE of Ukraine

Parkway for future generations

For many Ukrainians Saturday is a day “in the calendar. In other words, a day-off. However, for active members of the Kyiv Student association representing the leading universities of the capital, including NURE of Ukraine, sunny morning on April 20 began with landscaping Darnytsya area.

After a long winter much garbage accumulated in the city. Community services clean the area on a regular basis, but not always they are able to do it in time - says the Head of Darnytsya District in Kyiv City State Administration Serhiy Kiyokskyi. – It is good that college students supported this undertaking and expressed their desire to plant trees and clean the park “Pozniaky”...

Expressing gratitude to all of the volunteers for their help, he said that since May, the “Fountain of Love” would function.

All universities of Kyiv are represented by the best students - our union activities – confident and hope that this opinion of the Head of Kyiv City Union of Education and Science of Ukraine (Olekandr Yatsenyuk). – Today it’s not just a student avenue, but tomorrow – it will be a park, and the next day - the campus. But soon, students will guard and increase the historical heritage of Kyiv.

Today an influy to Kyiv continues - “the Director of Education, Youth and Sports Oleksa Dobrovolska. - This wonderful day young students laid a way for future generations in the capital. After a few years they will be proud to tell their children and grandchildren that they have planted these trees by themselves...

O. Marusyak, head of students and postgraduates’ trade union of NURE of Ukraine

Nowadays, the museum collection includes over 20,000 unique attractions decorated by memorial things and exchangers of Shevchenko, rare editions of his works, high-quality works of Ukrainian and foreign artists, masterpieces of folk art, valuable archival documents, photos and film footage materials, audio and videos of famous Bandurists and Shevchenko himself.

Perhaps there is a great symbol and promise about the anniversary of Taras Shevchenko which occurs on the first days of March, when nature awakens to life. His birthday and the day of his death, are locked in one circle, which creates a vicious cycle - a symbol of eternity. It is known that: genuses have no date of death. Their thoughts and deeds – last for ever. They help future generation to live in truth and remember their vocation on earth. Yevhen Malanuk delivered to the whole world, “Shevchenko is the top of our national creative spirit, and it is the top of our national culture. He is the head of the world’s spirit and one of the greatest thinkers, wonsphred and honoured.”
Something about symbols of human life - 2

A person lives in a world of symbols, which has come out from a mythological image and is a unique code in which the energy of thought, imagination and feelings is integrated, which had been accumulating for many centuries. It is an important tool in the world it is the mysterious sense of a symbol the structure of which is directed on giving through each separate phenomenon a complete picture in a new sign aspect, enabling a human to get a multiple image. A symbol is compressed, capricious and saturated to a limit in which it is sometimes possible to find the belief, a concentrated extract and the depth of thought and feelings manifest in the visible creative work.

In the Middle Ages, in the Bible, where we find a factuating and consecutive human rights demonstration, which actually undergirded the convictions of all the countries.

So, the human is born for full value and has the right for education, work, expression of will, freedom of speech etc. Along with the rights duties are also an integral part of human life. Therefore, decency and culture are defined by how a man manages rights with duties. First of all, the indefeasible duty is to respect and honour your parents, teachers, preceptors, to fight the interests of the enemies of the people.

Understanding of rights develops understanding of duty. But the general principles of human rights and duties should come to an end where the freedom of someone else begins.

Faith. It is assurance in correctness of any deed which helps to overcome all the difficulties, connected with it. Actually, if a person has no belief, will sit in a corner and grumble, waiting for a victory to achieve a success. A man should believe in himself, and in disinterested acts. A man should believe in his belief, in the strength of his power, in the impact of his will.

Morals. Since the early childhood we face the problems of right and wrong, justice and injustice, truth and lies. All of us should think of what is right and wrong, and make decisions, being guided by those notions. It is such decisions that form our relation with the family, country and the world community. Therefore a man should learn to make truly moral decisions about his own choices.

We should believe in our country, which we adore to a wise teacher. The Socrates words, is necessary for each person "to improve that part of man which is eternal and consequently the one that is human, that a soul by" to be guided by real virtuous.

In our society one should manage to show kind-heartedness to everybody, to those who love and respect us and to those who hate us. It means to address the needs of those who for any of several reasons make any impermissible steps in their life. Certainly, human help is not always bound to be there. There is also a spiritual one, and it is much more important. Sometimes for that one who needs help, a real will of sincere sympathy is more precious than any material support. Dostoyevsky F wrote: "sympathy is the main and, maybe, unique law of human life".

Strong example of what mercy is, is in bible narratives, especially those of Jesus Christ's life. "For I was hungry and you gave me something to eat, I was thirsty and you gave me something to drink, I was a stranger and you invited me in, I was naked and you clothed me, I was sick and you visited me."

"Helping a friend in need is a noble virtue, which gives you a lot of value and merit.

Charity. Each person is susceptible to friendship, justice, humanity, consciousness, and belief. The human life is inexhaustible and infinite. It is important for everyone. First of all, to know what one is important to everyone. Just need to want it. It is the charity. Both force of charity, its value consists in itself, and in disinterested acts. A man

Heroism. Our history is not faceless. There are a lot of names on its pages. There is a hero in every century. These are the heroes of the nation and state. At all times people honoured them, and first of all, for more courage than others could betray you to give to yourselves without the rest for weal of their people. It is important to understand that the courage of a generous and courageous person is characterized by three elements unity - intelligence, dignity and force of will. The main characteristic of the personality the ability of the civic duty before the Native land discharge is honor.

Poiteness. An important honesty and good breeding feature of a man is his politeness and easy friendliness. Because these are such qualities which make a man benevolent, temperate and polite. The adult addresses to younger he must always be listened to, without interrupting, and then the young one can express his opinion. It is impolite to interfere in someone else's talk. However, if it is very necessary to tell something, you should apologize at first, and then speak. There are also other rules, concerning human politeness. If you start to talk with acquaintances it is necessary to greet, with good health, happy day. If the man is older, then the one who's younger should greet first.

Do you know that the custom to shake hands has appeared rather recently? It appeared in medieval Europe and symbolized peace, mutual respect and trust. Gorev. Our ancestors, east Slavs, had a custom which remained till present day: it's an easy beautiful (at a hour) or.headsman saluting. Many world nations have a custom to put right palm to heart when meeting to greet someone, symbolizing "all with my heart", "from the bottom of my heart", the wish of something good.

A teacher. There is no faster way to master knowledge, than a sincere love to a wise teacher. The Chinese philosopher Xunzi said: "Teacher carries transformation of child into citizen. Carries out gradual, practically helpful, which is the basis of learning. Direct children who do not know not the price of time, neither the price of their health, neither the price of numerous human lives!" The profession of teacher is very hard, however one of the most interesting and important.

It demands not only a lot of knowledge, but also spiritual forces, self-control and love. Therefore, dear teacher, be a sign of the big respect, allow to bow before your name with the great gratitude! - these words can be belong to everyone, because all of us are pupils. Side by side with great world teachers - Comenius J., Korczak, N., Ushynsky K. - also stand Ukrainian Makarenko A., Sukhotynsky K., Poporecy O., Makovets O. How many world nations have a custom to put right palm to heart when meeting to greet someone, symbolizing "all with my heart", "from the bottom of my heart", the wish of something good.
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It demands not only a lot of knowledge, but also spiritual forces, self-control and love. Therefore, dear teacher, be a sign of the big respect, allow to bow before your name with the great gratitude! - these words can be belong to everyone, because all of us are pupils. Side by side with great world teachers - Comenius J., Korczak, N., Ushynsky K. - also stand Ukrainian Makarenko A., Sukhotynsky K., Poporecy O., Makovets O. How many world nations have a custom to put right palm to heart when meeting to greet someone, symbolizing "all with my heart", "from the bottom of my heart", the wish of something good.

The Bible is a very human spiritual life. Existing for more than three thousand years and being translated into 1200 languages, it is still the best book on earth in the world on its value, influence on mankind development and its culture. The rule of Bible is an extraordinary thing. Human life is irrevocable. On its pages the answer on how a real man should be and what moral principles we should keep is to be given.

In the Ukraine for the first time Bible unabridged edition (1250 pages) was published. Editorial Board of the prince Kostyantyn Ostrozkyi and printing pioneer Ivan Fedorov. The Bible is a complete, and the most accurate among all the translations of that time Europe as to interpretation of the text and concepts of the Holy Scripture. In a preface to the book K.Schoreyzer wrote, “except this book, we nothing read, nothing thing habitual, but as a heavenly gift.”

Internet: Scientific and technical progress opens more and more powerful possibilities for all spheres of human life perfection. One of such inventions is a computer and Internet inseparably linked with it. However it does not mean at all that this book has lose its value. Many scientists, especially youth, against excessive eruption for new communication systems is not enough, because it is distanced from book reading - the basic source. Not by chance French writer George S. in sarcastic fact noticed: “There are two the greatest discoveries of the mankind printing, which contributes to books, and the Internet, which destroys book with computer which tear a man off reading”.

It is considered that the Internet history has begun in 1968 when in the USA started to create experimental network ARPAnet. And since 1973 this network has been enlarged in the whole world. ARPAnet was a one computer network, which tore a man off reading. However humanity does not lose the meaning of book.

A book. As soon as people learns to write and read a huge value in culture and education development was given to a book - in inaccessible spring of knowledge. Ucerro A. ‘House, in which there is no book, is similar to a body deprived of soul. Commented Milston J., “Destruction of good book is almost equivalent to destruction of a man the same as an evil book, kills an intelligent being, created in God's image, but the one who destroys a book, kills we itself”. The Ukrainian popular wisdom “Book learns how to live.

In the section of constitutional and financial law, which included the work which was considering the problems of modern legal science in general were presented. Against the fact that many of them concerned the language policy in Ukraine and foreign countries, the work of Olha Kulakar on topological problems of creation and functioning of the Constitutional Assembly, gave a fresh breath to the discussion. And it was highly appreciated by the Nominating Commission, awarding its author a diploma of the second degree.

A book. As soon as people learns to write and read a huge value in culture and education development was given to a book - in inaccessible spring of knowledge. Ucerro A. ‘House, in which there is no book, is similar to a body deprived of soul. Commented Milston J., “Destruction of good book is almost equivalent to destruction of a man the same as an evil book, kills an intelligent being, created in God's image, but the one who destroys a book, kills we itself”. The Ukrainian popular wisdom “Book learns how to live.

Not indifferent. A new tradition is initiated

Eco-festival took place in the framework of the project "Make Ukraine pure in NULES of Ukraine. More than 200 students joined the cleaning of campus and surrounding area. For free, any student can enjoy a delicious porridge from the members of club "Bar", singing with a guitar and listening to good music and games. It seems that it is our university one more tradition has started. Today is not indifferent. A new tradition is initiated

Borysenko A., member of the SSU social center
His life can be divided into two parts before and after the army. "Before" is a school and Komarhorod agricultural college, "after" is the first steps in the profession of an agronomist and our university. After army training, the young man was working for few years as an agronomist at the collective farm "Thought of Lenin" in Vinnytsya region, and then

went for knowledge on agronomical department of Ukrainian Agricultural Academy. For five years, which he dedicated training he felt attracted to the science and teaching activities. So after graduation new recordings appeared in his work-book. There are a trainee, an assistant at the Chair of land reclamation and grass farming of UAA. After postgraduate studies, and defence of his doctoral thesis, and then led the agronomy department. The first working experience of dean helped Hryhoriy Illich when he led the department of plant protection, and research training institute of plant, environment and biotechnology.

And, despite the teaching workload, our hero of the day made a significant contribution to agricultural science. He is the author of over 120 scientific studies, co-author of three books, three monographs, and has the patents for inventions.

And paying tribute to his teachers. Hryhoriy Illich continues their hard work and care of young people who see their future in science. Five candidates, including the writer of these lines are his disciples.

Speaking about our hero of the day, somehow spontaneously the words of the famous song are recalled: “Good boy from the village, he does good deeds, he grows crops, Bread is the head of everything”. V. Kovtunenko, acting head of the chair of food and reclamation

The agronomist - son of the land

Doctor of agricultural sciences, member of the Academy of Sciences and Production Association of Ukraine, director of the TSI of plant cultivation, environment and biotechnology, professor of the chair of food and reclamation I.I. Demydov has recently celebrated his 60th anniversary.

...and our university.

Technician with a soul of a forester

Forestry department and the chair of forestry technology conducted an international educational and scientific seminar on “Problems and prospects of comprehensive mechanization of forestry in Ukraine” dedicated to the 100th anniversary of a famous scientist, forester, doctor of engineering, professor T.Y. Mahyn.

...and their economic-mathematical models on computer. He has published dozens of scientific works, including the writer of these lines are his disciples.

Speaking about our hero of the day, somehow spontaneously the words of the famous song are recalled: “Good boy from the village, he does good deeds, he grows crops, Bread is the head of everything”...

A native of Doobas, where large plantations can be met infrequently, Tymofiy Mahyn (picted third from right) didn’t even think that in due time his fate would connect his life not with heaps and the steppe, but with the forest. He graduated from the technical high school № 1 Kyiv Polytechnic Institute, which he graduated from as an engineer-mechanic.

Then he became a lecturer at the chair of mechanization of forest operations at the Kyiv Forestry Institute, which eventually became a part of the Ukrainian Agricultural Academy (later University of Agriculture) and he spent the rest of his life here. Here he defended his candidate and doctoral theses, for about twenty years he was heading the chair of mechanization of forest operations and forest exploitation.

The scientist, who had 17 patents for inventions in the area of forestry and a decoration award of the USSR Inventor the first time in world practice he proposed to determine the optimal structural machine-tractor park of forest enterprises using economic-mathematical models on computer. He has published 177 scientific works. Among them there is only one in the former Soviet Union textbook (co-authored) for universities "Mechanization of forest operations" and a manual for the faculty training "Mechanization of forest reclamtion work" and the world-first “Electrification of forestry work”.
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Then he became a lecturer at the chair of mechanization of forest operations at the Kyiv Forestry Institute, which eventually became a part of the Ukrainian Agricultural Academy (later University of Agriculture) and he spent the rest of his life here. Here he defended his candidate and doctoral theses, for about twenty years he was heading the chair of mechanization of forest operations and forest exploitation.

The scientist, who had 17 patents for inventions in the area of forestry and a decoration award of the USSR Inventor the first time in world practice he proposed to determine the optimal structural machine-tractor park of forest enterprises using economic-mathematical models on computer. He has published 177 scientific works. Among them there is only one in the former Soviet Union textbook (co-authored) for universities "Mechanization of forest operations" and a manual for the faculty training "Mechanization of forest reclamtion work" and the world-first “Electrification of forestry work”.

The draw of Student’s football league - the joint project of FT "Dynamo" fan-club and Student’s trade-union association of UAA, which the NULES of Ukraine team participated as well, took place. This year the number of its participants has increased to 16 teams broken into four groups. After the draw our combined team was included into a group A.

Starting from defeat (in the first match in a fierce fighting it conceded to a team of ‘Dynamo’ fan-club with the score 1:3), it amended the situation: our boys had two games ahead and, having drawn 3:3 with the Borys Grishchenko Kyiv University and winning over the National Transport University with 4:1 score, our team moved to the following stage of competitions.

M. Bulatschik, vice-president of student and postgraduate student trade union committee
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